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Abstract—It is attractive to achieve wireless power transfer
with large spatial freedom by using a Megahertz system. For
most systems, especially those working at kHz, the rectifiers are
equivalently modelled as pure resistive loads when designing the
compensated capacitors for coupling coils. However, the input
reactance occurs when a rectifier works at high frequency, such as
Megahertz. It can disturb the original circuit resonance designed
without considering this reactance. This paper analyzes the input
reactance for the full-bridge rectifier and evaluates its effects
on the originally resonant coupling coils. A novel compensation
method is proposed to eliminate the input reactance effects.
Finally, a 6.78 MHz system is implemented in experiment. It
shows that the compensation method can improve the system
efficiency from 65% to 84% for the best case.

the coupling coils [11]–[14]. The accurate analysis for the
coupling coils is necessary to properly design the compensation capacitors for resonance [15]. When conducting system
analysis, the direct load of the receiving coil is the input
impedance of the rectifier, which usually uses full-bridge topology. However, in most papers, the input impedance of rectifiers
are usually modelled as pure ac resistors [1], [2], [11]–[14].
This assumption is no longer valid for MHz rectification due to
the non-neglectable parasitic parameters of the diodes. These
parameters directly lead the occurrence of input reactance
at the input port of the rectifier. Therefore, when designing
compensated capacitors for MHz WPT systems, it is necessary
to consider the input reactance of the rectifier.
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This paper first carries out a simulation-based analysis
for the input impedance of a full-bridge rectifier working
at MHz. Then the rectifier input reactance is added into
the general analysis for the coupling coils. It compares the
system performance with and without the undesirable rectifier
input reactance. A novel compensation method is proposed to
eliminate the effects of this input reactance and shown to be
valid in simulation. In the final experiment, it shows that the
proposed compensation method can successfully improve the
system efficiency for a wide load range.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Wireless power transfer (WPT) has attracted an ever increasing interest from both industrial and academic sectors
over the past years. Based on resonant inductive coupling, it is
of high potential to achieve medium-range power transfer [1].
The use of WPT can lead to a revolutionary change for
charging electronic devices, such as small sensors, portable
devices, household appliances, and even high-power electrical
vehicles and trains. A well-performed WPT system usually
needs to consider various issues, including power level, efficiency, distance, system stability, EMI, etc. The importance
of these issues are different for various applications. For
example, a WPT system can be designed to work at kHz for
high-power EV charging [2]. In order to ensure the required
system power and efficiency, a strong coupling is desired
between the coils to enhance the power transfer capability.
For consumer devices, it is more attractive to build a WPT
system with large spacial freedom, which can even enable the
charging of multiple devices [3], [4]. The requirement of large
spacial freedom is usually achieved by increasing the system
frequency. However, it does not mean the higher frequency
the better. Because a high working frequency will increase
the circuit design difficulty for the other power transformation
blocks in a WPT system, especially the power source and
the rectifier. Therefore, most high-frequency WPT applications
choose their working frequency at several MHz [5]–[7].
There are many published works for MHz WPT systems, such as high-efficiency power amplifiers [8], automatic
impedance matching networks [9], suitable high-efficiency
rectifiers [10], and optimal load control [6], [7]. Some of
the general analysis, although validated in kHz systems, can
also be applied for MHz system, especially the analysis for
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II.

S YSTEM A NALYSIS

A. Rectifier Input Impedance
For most WPT applications, the full-bridge topology is
used for rectification due to its simple structure. As shown in
Fig. 1, ZL and R are the input impedance and direct load of
the rectifier. PZL is the ac power extracted from the receiving
coil by the rectifier, and PR is the dc power after rectification.
The rectifier efficiency is
PR
.
(1)
PZL
In the traditional analysis, the rectifier input impedance ZL
is modelled as a pure resistive load for the receiving coil.
However, this assumption is no longer valid for high-frequency
rectification. At a high-frequency system, the device parasitic
parameters become obvious and make the diode no longer
an ideal switch. Usually a high-order circuit model is used
to describe diode characteristics as shown in Fig. 1 [16].
These undesirable parameters will introduce non-neglectable
imaginary part for ZL , i.e., input reactance. Therefore, the
accurate rectifier input impedance can be defined as follows:
ηREC =

ZL = RL + jXL ,

(2)

where RL is the input resistance and XL is the input reactance.
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Fig. 1. Full-bridge rectifier topology and high-frequency diode circuit model.

In order to analyze ZL , a circuit-model-based simulation
is carried out in a widely-used RF software ADS. A rectifier
is built with the diode spice model (DFLS240L from Diodes
Inc. and used in the final experimental system). During the
simulation, the rectifier input voltage VZL is fixed at 20 V and
R is varied from 10 Ω to 400 Ω.

(a)

XL˄¡˅

Fig. 2 gives the rectifier efficiency for different frequencies.
It shows that rectifiers working at low frequency can give a
higher efficiency than those working at high frequency, such
as 6.78 MHz. Fig. 3 gives the input resistance and reactance
for different R. At low frequency (power electronics band),
RL is almost linearly proportional to R, and XL is negligible
compared to RL . At high frequency (RF band), the relationship
between RL and R becomes more nonlinear and XL becomes
obvious and compatible to the RL . These results can be well
explained by the diode model given in Fig. 1. The switching
speed of a diode is one of the most critical parameter, and it
is mainly determined by the on-off transient time of the diode.
This transient time is caused by the charging and discharging
of those shunt capacitors (Cj , Cb and Cp in Fig. 1). At the
low frequency, the transient time is much smaller than the
switching period. When the diode is on, it can see a resister
at the input port (Rj is nearly zero); when the diode is off,
it can see an open circuit due to the infinite Rj . Therefore,
the input impedance is nearly pure resistive as shown in
Fig. 3 (a). As the frequency increases, the transient time
will become compatible to the switching period. It means the
shunt capacitors behave more like ac components. These shunt
capacitors finally contribute to the negative XL as shown in
Fig. 3 (b).

R˄¡˅

R˄¡˅
(b)
Fig. 3. Rectifier input impedance ZL for different frequencies. (a) Input
resistance RL . (b) Input reactance XL .

B. The Influence of XL
The influence of XL can be evaluated by the system
as shown in Fig. 4. In this system, the coupling coils (a
transmitting coil and a receiving coil) are added for system
analysis. L1 , L2 , R1 , R2 are the self-inductances and selfresistances of the coils. Usually, capacitors C1 and C2 are
used for coils compensation by
jωLi +

1
= 0, i = 1 or 2,
jωCi

(3)

ηREC

where ω is the resonance frequency. I1 and I2 are the currents
of the transmitting coil and receiving coil respectively. The
induced voltage due to I1 for the receiving coil is jωLM I1 .
And ZR means the reflected impedance of the receiving side
at the transmitting size. Under resonance,
ZR =

ω 2 LM 2
.
R2 + ZL

(4)

The input impedance of the coupling coils is
R˄¡˅
Fig. 2.

Rectifier efficiency ηREC for different frequencies.
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ZIN = RIN + jXIN = R1 + ZR ,

(5)

where RIN is the coils input resistance and XIN is the coils
input reactance. The conversion efficiency of the coupling coils

is defined as
ηCOIL =

PZL
,
PZIN

(6)

where PZIN is the input power of the transmitting coil. This
efficiency can also be represented as a product form,
ηCOIL = ηT X · ηRX ,
{

where

(7)

Re[ZR ]
R1 +Re[ZR ]
RL
R2 +RL

ηT X =
ηRX =

(8)

(Re[*] means taking the real part). Thus the overall system
efficiency is
ηSY S = ηCOIL · ηREC .
(9)
ZIN
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Instead of introducing impedance matching network at the
transmitting side, this paper proposes a method the compensate
to reactance at the receiving side. Observing (12), XIN can
be zero if XL = 0. It means if XL is ideally compensated
at the receiving side, then ZIN can be pure resistive. This
compensation can be achieved by tuning C2 dynamically
instead of using a fixed value defined in (3). The tuning method
needs to ensure that L2 , C2 and XL together form a resonant
circuit as follow:
1
jωL2 +
+ jXL = 0.
(13)
jωC2
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Fig. 4.

According to Fig. 3 (b), XL is almost linearly dependant on
R. So it can be modelled as

Circuit configuration.

When ZL is resistive, i.e., XL = 0, ZR is pure resistive as
below
ω 2 LM 2
ZR = Re[ZR ] =
.
(10)
R2 + RL
However, when XL < 0 [refer to Fig. 3 (b)], it has
Re[ZR ] =

control approaches can be used to tune the network. The feedback method can be achieved by detecting the phase difference
between the input current and voltage of the transmitting coil.
Then a close-loop control can be applied to ensure a zero
phase difference. This method is widely used for kHz WPT
application, because there are many mature technologies to
support accurate waveform magnitude and phase detection.
However, for a MHz system, it is difficult to detect the voltage
and current accurately, especially their phase difference. The
other control can also be used through a feed-forward method.
According to (12), XIN can be completely canceled if LM
and RL are measured. Thus a open-loop control can be
used. However, this open-loop system highly relies on the
preciseness of circuit’s parameters and hardly satisfies the
requirement of robustness. Moreover, it is impractical to detect
LM in real applications.

ω 2 LM 2
R2 + RL +

XL 2
R2 +RL

.

(11)

XL = −aR,

where a is the slope in Fig. 3 (b). Combining (13) and (14),
C2 can be derived as
1
C2 = 2
(15)
ω L2 − αωR
Thus, a open-loop control can be used to tune C2 according
R, which can be easily obtained by measuring the dc voltage
and current at the rectifier output port [6].

Compared to (10), Re[ZR ] decreases due to the existence of
XL , leading to an efficiency drop for ηT X . Besides, the input
impedance ZIN also contains imaginary part due to Im[ZR ]
(Im[*] means taking the imaginary part). It has
ω 2 LM 2 XL
.
(R2 + RL )2 + XL 2

100mm
100mm

XIN = Im[ZR ] = −

(12)

Since XL < 0, ZIN is inductive, which is usually undesirable
for the power source.

(14)

1mm

Parameters

Value

Self-Inductance (L1, L2)

3.34 (uH)

Self-resistance (R1, R2)

0.8 (Ω)

Distance

40 (mm)

Mutual inductance (LM)

0.55 (uH)

2mm
2

2

C. The Compensation for XL

Fig. 5.

In order to improve the system performance, it is meaningful to eliminate the input reactance for the transmitting
coil, i.e., XIN . A straightforward method is to use impedance
matching network to directly compensate XIN at the transmitting side [1], [9]. Since XIN is dependent on R and Lm ,
the network should provide automatic impedance matching
according to load and coil’s position variation. Usually this network is achieved by the switching among different capacitors
or inductors. Theoretically, both feedback and feed-forward

A simulation is conducted to verify the proposed compensation method. The coils’s layout and parameters are shown
in Fig. 5. Two square PCB coils are placed face to face with
a distance of 40 mm. The circuit of Fig. 4 is built in ADS
with a constant ac current source. The RMS value of I1 is
0.5 A. During the simulation, the original system without
compensation [C2 obtained by (3)] is compared with the
system with compensation [C2 obtained by (15) with α = 0.3].
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Coils’ layout and parameters.

RIN˄¡˅

ηSYS

C1 is fixed at 169 pF and resonates with L1 . Fig. 6 shows
the input impedance ZIN for the coupling coils. With the
proposed compensation method, the input reactance XIN is
controlled to be a small value; the input resistance RIN is
improved accordingly. Fig. 7 shows the system efficiency can
be improved for a wide range of R.

R˄¡˅
Fig. 7.

R˄¡˅

During the experiment, the RMS of I1 is controlled to be
constant at 0.5 A for different R. Fig. 9 shows that the system
with compensation can extract more power than the system
without compensation. This is because the compensation of
XL can increase RIN as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The system
efficiency comparison is given in Fig. 10, which is consistent
with the result of Fig. 7. The compensation method has
excellent performance for large R. When R = 400 Ω, the
efficiency can be drawn back from 65% to 84%.

PZIN˄W˅

XIN˄¡˅

(a)

System efficiency ηSY S .

R˄¡˅
(b)
Fig. 6. The input impedance of the coupling coils ZIN . (a) Input resistance
RIN . (b) Input reactance XIN .

III.

E XPERIMENT

A 6.78 MHz WPT system is built as shown in Fig. 8 for
verification. This measurement platform consists of a power
amplifier, two coupling coils, a rectifier and an electrical load.
The power amplifier can be tuned to provide a constant input
current I1 to drive the coupling coils. For the coupling coils,
the setup of experiment is same as that of simulation [refer
to Fig. 5]. A full-bridge rectifier is built with four diodes,
the same diodes used in Section II-A. The tuning of R can
be achieved by the electrical load and the output power of
the system can be easily read. The input power PZIN is
obtained by measuring the input voltage and current through
oscilloscope. Before the experiment, a pure 50 Ω RF load is
directly connected after the power amplifier for calibration.
The initial phase delay between the voltage and current probes
can be eliminated.
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R˄¡˅
Fig. 9.

Input power for different R.

IV.

C ONCLUSION

This paper evaluates the input reactance effects of the fullbridge rectifiers for MHz WPT systems. In the simulation, the
rectifier input impedance is shown to be capacitive instead of
pure resistive for MHz rectification. Then this rectifier input
reactance is added into the traditional analysis for the coupling
coils. An undesirable input reactance occurs as well at the
coupling coils input port and the system efficiency between
the coils is shown to be reduced. Based on the rectifier model,
a compensation method is proposed to eliminate the rectifier
input reactance effects. Finally, an experiment is designed to
verify the analysis. The system efficiency can be improved
from 65% to 84% for the best case with the compensation
method.

Current probe

Electrical
load

Rectifier

Power amplifier

R˄¡˅
Fig. 10.

System efficiency for different R.
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